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KREG POCKET-HOLE JIG 320

€43,99 (excl. VAT)

The Kreg Pocket-Hole Jig 320 is a complete basic set for pocket-hole connections. The drill jig features two
drill guides, a removable spacer and convenient material thickness stops. The included material thickness

gauge and EasySet drill bit make installation extremely easy, while the convenient clamp adapter and
non-slip base keep the jig precisely positioned as you drill perfectly positioned pocket holes every time.

The jig and included components come in a durable, compact case that even has room to store Kreg
pocket screws. The drill guides are made of hardened steel with a lifetime warranty.

SKU: KRE-KPHJ320-INT
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GALERIJAFBEELDINGEN

The Kreg Pocket-Hole Jig 320 is a complete basic set for pocket-hole connections. The Kreg Pocket-Hole Jig 320
makes it easier than ever to build wood projects - whether you're building your first DIY project or have been
working with wood for years. The Pocket-Hole Jig 320 uses a simple, easy-to-understand installation process

that gives you the versatility you need to build with boards and plywood of any thickness between +/- 12 mm
and +/- 38 mm.

The 320 features two drill guides, a removable spacer and convenient material thickness stops. The included
material thickness gauge and EasySet drill bit make installation extremely easy, while the convenient clamp

adapter and non-slip base keep the jig precisely positioned as you drill perfectly positioned pocket holes every
time. The jig and included components come in a durable, compact case that even has room to store Kreg

pocket screws. The drill guides are made of hardened steel with a lifetime warranty.

Some other improvements:
'Twist-apart' design - drill guides and spacer ring rotate and lock in place for easy hole spacing.

'EasySet' drill bit - engraved bit markings and depth stop with viewing window simplify bit configuration.
Clamp adapter - convenient attachment for easy and fast clamping with clamps from Kreg and other brands.
Material thickness gauge/allen key - helps to set the correct depth of the drill bit, also works as an allen key.

The Pocket-Hole Jig 320 comes with two drill jigs, a spacer, a step drill with drill stop, a clamp adapter, a
material thickness gauge, a screw bit, a Kreg 32 mm screw set, a Kreg Blue Kote 64 mm screw set and an

instruction manual. Everything is delivered in one carrying case.
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PRODUCT INFORMATION

Extremely easy installation thanks to material thickness gauge and easy-to-set drill bit
Convenient clamp adapter and non-slip base

Comes in a durable, compact case
Drill guides made of hardened steel with lifetime warranty

‘Twist apart’: rotate and lock drill guides and spacer ring for easy hole spacing
‘EasySet’ drill bit: engraved bit markings and depth stop with viewing window simplify bit configuration

Clamp adapter: convenient fixation for easy and quick clamping

DESCRIPTION

The Kreg Pocket-Hole Jig 320 is a complete basic set for pocket-hole connections. The Kreg Pocket-Hole Jig 320
makes it easier than ever to build wood projects - whether you're building your first DIY project or have been
working with wood for years. The Pocket-Hole Jig 320 uses a simple, easy-to-understand installation process

that gives you the versatility you need to build with boards and plywood of any thickness between +/- 12 mm
and +/- 38 mm. The 320 features two drill guides, a removable spacer and convenient material thickness stops.

The included material thickness gauge and EasySet drill bit make installation extremely easy, while the
convenient clamp adapter and non-slip base keep the jig precisely positioned as you drill perfectly positioned

pocket holes every time. The jig and included components come in a durable, compact case that even has room
to store Kreg pocket screws. The drill guides are made of hardened steel with a lifetime warranty. Some other
improvements: 'Twist-apart' design - drill guides and spacer ring rotate and lock in place for easy hole spacing.
'EasySet' drill bit - engraved bit markings and depth stop with viewing window simplify bit configuration. Clamp
adapter - convenient attachment for easy and fast clamping with clamps from Kreg and other brands. Material

thickness gauge/allen key - helps to set the correct depth of the drill bit, also works as an allen key. The Pocket-
Hole Jig 320 comes with two drill jigs, a spacer, a step drill with drill stop, a clamp adapter, a material thickness

gauge, a screw bit, a Kreg 32 mm screw set, a Kreg Blue Kote 64 mm screw set and an instruction manual.
Everything is delivered in one carrying case.
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